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ABSTRACT

The trade in pharmaceuticals is international in nature and counterfeiting of medicines and medical devices is major, organized,
transnational crime and poses a significant public health risk. The presence of counterfeited pharmaceutical goods is more prevalent in countries
with weak drug regulation control and enforcement. However, no single country in the world is immune to this problem. The countries drug
regulatory authorities (DRAs) of different countries have a responsibility to vigorously combat this insidious criminal activity. Co-operation and
information exchange between international DRAs is a vital component in the detection and prevention of these crimes, and in the protection of
the public health. The WHO rapid regulatory alert system (RAS) is an excellent vehicle for combating the trade of counterfeit medicines.
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INTRODUCTION

A counterfeit medicine or medical device is apharmaceutical product which is produced and sold with the intentto deceptively represent its origin, authenticity or effectiveness. Acounterfeit drug may be one which does not contain activeingredients, contains an insufficient quantity of active ingredients,or contains entirely incorrect active ingredients (which may or maynot be harmful), and which is typically sold with inaccurate,incorrect, or fake packaging. Counterfeit drugs are broadly definedas medicines that fall into these categories, fakes containing noactive ingredient .(e.g., when a bag of lactose is sold as cocaine),different drug than prescribed, real drugs that are diluted with adiluents or spiked with a chemical enhancer, actual activeingredients differ from the purported active ingredients (e.g., whenmethamphetamine is sold as cocaine) [1].World health organization (WHO) and its member stateshas efficiently defined the counterfeit drugs where the followingdefinitions demonstrate that the nature of the problem ofcounterfeit drugs varies from country to country. In some countriesthe issue is more complex and there is no distinction betweencounterfeit and substandard drugs [2].Available reports indicate that in developing countries аwide spectrum of types of counterfeit drugs, ranging from theprecise copy of a genuine product to the extreme case of а drugproduct with none of the correct active ingredient exist.Consequently, counterfeit drug is defined broadly in order to coverdrug products that have been copied or forged as well as certainsubstandard products, particularly those intentionally made to besubstandard. The counterfeit pharmaceutical good and medicaldevices are defined as any drug product or medical device which isnot what it purports to be, or any drug or drug product or medicaldevice which is made to appear to be better or of greatertherapeutic value than it really is, which is not labeled in theprescribed manner or which label or container or anythingaccompanying the drug and performance bears any statement,design which makes а false or misleading claim or any drug ordrug product whose container is so made, formed or filled as to bemisleading, or the drug product and medical device whose label and
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the user manual respectively does not bear adequate directions foruse and such adequate warning against use in those pathologicalconditions or by children where its use may be dangerous to healthor unsafe dosage or methods or duration of use or any drug productwhich is not registered by the health agency in accordance with theprovisions of the food, drugs and related products (registration, etc.)or the drug itself, or the container or labeling thereof or any part ofsuch drug, container or labeling bearing without authorization thetrademark, trade name, other identification mark, imprint or anylikeness to that which is owned or registered in the bureau ofpatent, trademark, and technology transfer in the name of anothernatural or juridical person, а drug product refilled in containers byunauthorized persons if the legitimate labels or marks are used, anunregistered imported drug product, except drugs brought in thecountry for personal use as confirmed and justified byaccompanying medical records [2, 3]. The United States federal food,drug and cosmetic act defines а counterfeit drug as, а drug which, orthe containers or labeling of which, without authorization, bears thetrademark, trade name, or other identifying mark, imprint, or deviceor any likeness thereof, of а drug manufacturer, processor, packer,or distributor other than the person or persons who in factmanufactured, processed, packed, or distributed such drug andwhich thereby falsely purports or is represented to be the productof, or to have been packed or distributed by, such other drugmanufacturer, processor, packer, or distributor [4, 5].
Factors Responsible for Counterfeiting Pharmaceutical Goods:А variety of factors responsible by which medicines andmedical devices attractive for counterfeiting are due to high value inrelation to their bulk and the demand. Furthermore, for thecounterfeiter, ingredient costs can be very low if cheap substitutesare used or if these are omitted altogether, as is often the case.Producing counterfeit drugs may not require building hugeinfrastructure or facilities. They can be produced in small cottageindustries or in backyards or under the shade of а tree. There arealso no overhead costs due to quality assurance or meeting goodmanufacturing practices (GMP) standards, since such standards arenever implemented and gross margins are therefore very high [6-8].А counterfeit drug has а better capacity to deceive,particularly if it is copied to make it look like the original productand if it comes from а supposedly legitimate source so thatpurchasers are unlikely to be suspicious. Moreover, the process bywhich patients get their drugs is different from that for otherconsumer goods that are doctors or health workers prescribe them.When patients choose their own drugs they may lack the specializedknowledge to detect whether the product they are buying is of good
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quality let alone be able to detect whether the product is counterfeit[5, 9]. Other factors that encourage counterfeiting of medicinesmentioned below are
Lack of political will and commitment: Drugs are unlike otherconsumer goods in that they are crucial to meeting the importantobjective of improving public health and so they should not betreated in the same way as other commodities. Their development,manufacture, import, subsequent handling within the distributionchain and use require specialized knowledge and skills.Consequently, they should conform to prescribed standards andtheir quality should be rigorously controlled. However, this wouldrequire strong government will and commitment to establish andoperate а strong national drug regulatory authority [6, 10].
Lack of appropriate drug legislation: Legislation and regulationsform the basis for drug regulation. Where legislation and regulationsdo not exist for proper control of medicines, the otherwise criminalactivity of counterfeiting of medicines is not treated as а crime.Currently, only а few of the WHO member states have enactedspecial national legislation addressing the issue of counterfeit drugs.Moreover, sanctions imposed on counterfeiters are in most cases nodeterrent. The absence of deterrent legislation encouragescounterfeiters since there is no fear of being apprehended andprosecuted [6, 11].
Absence of or weak drug regulation: Drugs need to be safe,effective and of good quality in order to produce the desired effect.Ensuring these properties requires the creation of а competentnational drug regulatory authority with the necessary human andother resources to control the manufacture, importation,distribution and sale of medicines. At present, out of the 191 WHOmember states about 20% are known to have well developed drugregulation. Of the remaining member states, about 50% implementdrug regulation at varying levels of development and operationalcapacity. The remaining 30% either have no drug regulation in placeor а very limited capacity that hardly functions. Inadequate,ineffective or weak drug regulatory control could promoteunregulated importation, manufacture and distribution of drugs,leading to the proliferation of counterfeit drugs in the nationalmarket [2, 3, 6].Inadequate resources for drug regulation activities andabsence of training of national drug regulatory authorities'personnel may also manifest itself as inefficiency and incompetenceof national drug regulatory authorities. The consequence of this willbe infiltration of counterfeit medicines into national distributionchannels [12].
Weak enforcement and penal sanctions: Enacting deterrent anti-counterfeiting legislation alone will not solve the problem. It needsto be enforced, where existing laws are not enforced crime isperpetuated as criminals are not afraid of being arrested andprosecuted. Lenient punishments for offences tend to encouragecriminal activities such as medicines counterfeiting, particularlywhen the penalties for counterfeiting non-medicinal products aremore severe. Moreover, disregarding trademark rights mayencourage large scale counterfeiting of drugs [9].
Corruption and conflict of interest: The efficiency of personnel isadversely affected by corruption and conflict of interest resulting inlaws not being enforced and criminals not being arrested,prosecuted and convicted for their crimes. Governments need todevelop strategies to reduce corruption. One approach could be toempower public interest and consumer groups to participate in drugregulation and to make regulatory authorities accountable and theirdecisions transparent [13].
Demand exceeding supply: In situations where demand formedicines exceeds supply, criminally minded people tend to profitout of crime by manufacturing and distributing counterfeitmedicines as а substitute for genuine medicines. Also, consumerswho use medicines inappropriately generate demand for suchmedicines, the sources of which may be counterfeit. For example,the misuse of creams containing steroids for skin bleaching and ofbody building medicines has generated а market for counterfeitsteroid containing medicines. Often these medicines are distributedthrough unauthorized channels or illicit markets [14, 15].
High prices of medicines: When prices of medicines are high andprice differentials between identical products exist there is а greater

incentive to supply cheap counterfeit medicines. People engage inthe trade of counterfeit medicines because the cost of manufactureof counterfeit medicines is minimal and the profits to be made aresignificant [13].
Inefficient cooperation between stakeholders: lntersectoralcooperation between regulatory authorities, police, and customsservices and the judiciary is essential for effective control of thenational drug market and enforcement of drug legislation. Whensuch cooperation is ineffective, counterfeiters can escape detection,arrest, and penal sanctions. Equally, the cooperation of thepharmaceutical industry, wholesalers, and retailers to report to thenational drug regulatory authority cases of counterfeit drugs isnecessary in combating counterfeit drugs. Where such cooperationis lacking the national drug authority may not be able to takemeasures against counterfeiters hence counterfeit medicines tend toflourish [16, 17].
Lack of regulation by exporting countries and within free trade
zones: Pharmaceuticals made for export are not regulated by manyexporting countries to the same standard as those produced fordomestic use. In addition, pharmaceuticals are sometimes exportedthrough free trade zones where drug control is lax and whererepackaging and re-labeling take place. This kind of tradearrangement can provide better opportunities for counterfeiters tointroduce illicit material into the distribution chain even when thesystem is highly regulated [2, 18, 19].
Trade through several intermediaries: Trade in pharmaceuticalsrarely takes place between the manufacturing country and theimporting country. Currently, it takes place through one or moreintermediate countries or trading houses. Activities in tradinghouses may sometimes involve repackaging and re-labeling whichmay be carried out without any controls under conditions that donot comply with good manufacturing practices' requirements [2, 19].
Impact of Counterfeiting on Human Health:In most cases, counterfeit drugs are not equivalent insafety, efficacy and quality to their genuine counterparts. Even ifthey are of the correct quality or contain the correct amount ofactive substance, their production and distribution are not withinthe control of the drug regulatory authority of the countryconcerned. This means that any associated defects and adversereactions will not be easily recognized or monitored and, if needed,an effective product recall would not be possible [19-21].So far counterfeit drugs that have been discovered haverarely been efficacious. In many cases they have been found to bewithout active ingredients, or with wrong ingredients or withincorrect quantities of active ingredients. The use of such drugs canprolong treatment periods as patients may not respond as quickly asthey should and exacerbate conditions being treated. Treatmentwith ineffective counterfeit drugs such as antibiotics can lead to theemergence of resistant organisms and may have а deleterious effecton а wide section of the population. In extreme cases, counterfeitdrugs may even cause death [16, 20, 22].As а consequence of such damaging effects, counterfeitdrugs may erode public confidence in health care systems, healthcare professionals, the suppliers and sellers of genuine drugs, thepharmaceutical industry and national DRAs. Incorrect labeling as tothe source can also be detrimental to the reputation and financialstanding of the original and/or current manufacturer whose namehas been fraudulently used [16, 20, 22-24].There is no simple solution or remedy that can be appliedto eliminate counterfeit medicines nor can the problem be solved byan individual company or government. The problem has reached аglobal dimension and needs а global approach.
Identification of Counterfeit Medicines and Medical Devices:Counterfeit medicines can be identified through chemicalanalysis done in a laboratory. However, there are some signs whichindicate counterfeiting of medicine and medical devices as they mayhave a strange smell, taste, or color, lacking strength, poor qualitypackaging or packages with misspelled labels, comparative less cost,insufficient operating instructions, updation and calibrationprocedure [25-28].
Rise of Counterfeit Drugs:Counterfeiting of drugs arises both in developed anddeveloping countries, however, the true extent of the problem is notreally known since no global study has been carried out. The
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appearance of counterfeit medicines in international commerce wasfirst mentioned as а problem at the WHO Conference in 1985.  Bothgovernment authorities and manufacturers have been concernedwith efforts aimed at preventing the problem, and WHO hasreceived reports related to counterfeit drugs from some of itsmember states on а voluntary basis. According to this information,the problem is known to involve both developed and developingcountries [29].Between January 1999 and October 2000 alone, 46confidential reports relating to such drugs were received by WHOfrom 20 countries. About 60% of these reports came fromdeveloping countries whereas the remaining 40% were reported bydeveloped countries. Although, the reports received have not beenvalidated and may not be useful for quantitative purposes, theinformation clearly shows that the problem exists. The data alsoreflects that only а few countries are willing to provide informationabout cases detected. The drugs counterfeited included antibiotics,hormones, analgesics, steroids, and antihistamines. These drugsform almost 60% of the products reported. In terms of types ofcounterfeits and their magnitude, a significant percentage ofcounterfeit products can be grouped into six categories, (a) 32.1% ofproducts without active ingredients, (b) 20.2% with incorrectquantities of active ingredients, (c) 21.4% with wrong ingredients,(d) 15.6% with correct quantities of active ingredients but with fakepackaging, (e) 1.0% are copies of an original product, and (f) 8.5%with high levels of impurities and contaminants [18, 22].
Approach to Prevent Counterfeiting Pharmaceutical Goods:At а national level, each country should developappropriate medicines policy options, legislation, and enforcementstrategies in view of its own situation and availability of institutionalframework, professional and financial resources. The policies shouldaim at involving the Government, its agencies, the pharmaceuticalindustry, drug importers and distributors, the pharmaceuticalprofession, governmental organizations, public interest groups andconsumer groups, in efforts to prevent the supply of counterfeitmedicines. Measures are often effective when carried out by allconcerned working together [30].More specifically, governments of each country shouldshow political will/commitment for evolving and implementingprograms for combating counterfeit medicines. Political will andcommitment should be demonstrated by enacting new drug laws orupdating existing drug laws for prohibiting counterfeit medicines,establishing institutions for the regulation of medicines and clearlysetting out in the drug laws, the power, duties and responsibilities ofthe institution(s), training of personnel, including enforcementofficers, for national drug control, making available necessaryfinancial and other resources, ensuring that the drug laws areenforced, and fostering international cooperation in the control ofpharmaceuticals and entering into bilateral and multilateralagreements with other governments and with internationalorganizations such as WHO, interpol and the world customsorganization (WCO) [23].The judicial procedures and policies should reflect theseriousness of the problem and the offence. Courts should speedilydispose of cases involving counterfeit medicines and imposeappropriately severe penalties on convicted offenders. In addition,courts should order the confiscation/forfeiture and destruction ofcounterfeit medicines [24].Combating counterfeiting of medicines is а sharedresponsibility to which all interested parties have to contribute.Non-governmental organizations or community based organizationssuch as consumer associations should be informed about theproblem of counterfeiting and the possible presence of counterfeitdrugs in the national distribution chain. They should be providedwith information and methods for detection so that they are able toreport cases to the national drug regulatory agencies [23].The general public should be encouraged to becomeinvolved in the fight against drug counterfeiting. Education andinformation campaigns directed at the general public should beestablished and the public should be advised to buy medicines fromlegitimate sources rather than from peddlers and hawkers or frommarket places and streets. Consumers should also be encouragedand advised to report to their prescribers or physicians any lack ofimprovement in their health status in spite of the treatment or anyadverse reactions experienced [25, 31].More privatization and liberalization of the worldeconomy, more extensive opening of borders to trade and increasedpromotion and sale of drugs through the internet are going to leadto increased circulation of counterfeit drugs in national andinternational markets. This means greater cooperation between

countries at subregional, regional and international levels will beneeded to combat counterfeit drugs in the future. Cooperationshould include developing common strategies, timely exchange ofinformation and harmonization of measures to prevent the spreadof counterfeit drugs. Cooperation would improve if all countriesadopt а common definition of counterfeit drugs. At а global level, аmore effective response to the threat of counterfeit drugs could bethe development of an international convention to control trade incounterfeit and substandard drugs [25, 31].
Utilization of technological advancement to prevent
counterfeiting:Technology plays a pivotal role in preventingcounterfeiting of medicines and medical devices, the RAS serves as aquick warning mechanism and facilitates the exchange ofinformation among different countries and areas in an efficientmanner through certain measures to strengthen legislation,regulatory oversight, improve collaboration among governmentalentities to work together to combat counterfeiters effectively, todevelop a communication strategy, implementation of newtechnologies, to ensure effective reporting of counterfeit drugs tothe agency, adoption of secured business practices, to developstrategies to deter and detect counterfeit drugs globally, educationof consumers and health professionals about the risks of counterfeitdrugs and how to protect against these risks [25, 26].RAS is effective in introducing and implementing thelatest techniques involved in tracing and combating counterfeitingof medicines and can be shared between developed and developingcountries. There are several technologies that may prove helpful incombating this problem are RFID (Radio frequency identification),mass serialization, e-pedigree method, raman spectroscopy, energydispersive x-ray diffraction (EDXRD) and x-ray diffraction (XRD).Comparison of the diffraction pattern obtained from the originalagainst the counterfeit, Surface Analysis of products, Cold chainmanagement for proper transportation of sensitive pharmaceuticalmaterials, antidiversion, unit of use packaging, tamper evidentpackaging, authentication technologies for pharmaceuticals, andnuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) Screening [32]. The pictorialrespresentation of techniques strictly required to prevent thecounterfeiting of medicines and medical devices is addressed inFigure-1.

Fig. 1: The techniques proved to be efficient in preventing the
counterfeiting of medicines and medical devices. E-Pedigree,

Raman spectroscopy, RFID, EDXRD, sGTIN and mass
serialization techniques must be globally implemented to the
registered manufacturing, packaging and storage facilities of

pharmaceutical goods

Thus, an approach proposed to prevent counterfeiting ofmedicines and medical devices is triangle approach which is basedon three key parameters that are (1) strict regulation to distributemedicines and medical devices, (2) Implementation of strictlegislation and requirements of novel techniques in manufacturingand packaging pharmaceutical goods with unique identificationmarkings and (3) to initiate and publicize the awareness program toassess the medical goods to judge the authenticity of medicine andmedical device [2, 6]. Pictorial presentation of this triangle approachto prevent counterfeiting is addressed in Figure-2.
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Fig. 2: A triangle approach to prevent counterfeiting of
medicines and medical devices are based on three key

parameters which needs to be reworked logically that are,
regulation of distribution of pharmaceutical goods, legislation

to implement novel identification markings to prevent
fraudulence and to publicize the awareness program to assess

the authenticity of medicines and medical devices [32].

At present counterfeiters are able to copy most of thetechniques used in anti-counterfeiting of medicines and medicaldevices. Pharmaceutical segment is one of the major sector wherecounterfeiting is a significant problem. However, recentdevelopments in nanotechnology have proved potential

improvement in the field of anti-counterfeiting but itsimplementation requires the development of new policies.
Nanotechnology strengthens the barrier against counterfeiting:Nanotechnology based development of non-reproduciblefeatures offer a significant move forward in preventing duplicity ofintellectual properties and products. The implementation of thesenovel techniques will significantly improve the health, safety andquality of human life [33].Holograms, tamper-evident closures, tags and markingsand RFID labels are the most common anti-counterfeitingtechniques but the limitation of these methods can be copied.Exploring the intrinsic nature of nanomaterials make items complexand unique which are utilizing in the development of new approachto prevent counterfeiting and to improve the existing techniquessuch as holography, laser surface identification, nano barcodes,quantum dots tags and nanocomposite tags [33].
Holograms: Holography, primarily show the manufacturers logo asan identification mark but can be easily copied. Addition of two-dimentional nanoscale gratings, photopolymers and luminescentnanoparticles can provide and additional security for holograms [34].A Security Identification Code (SIC) is etched physicallythrough the body of the nickel tag. The same SIC is repeated throughthe thousands of NanoTags contained in each personalised set orbatch of NanoTag products, mixed with special proprietaryadhesives or embedded into the body of plastics. Once the mixtureof tags and adhesive/plastic becomes dry and solid, the NanoTagsbecome fully resistant to water, most chemicals and environments.NanoTags are extremely robust, chemically resistant, able towithstand temperatures of over 1,000⁰C without oxidising and witha melting point of 1,453⁰C [34] (Figure-3).

Fig. 3: Test of NanoTags heated up to 1,000⁰C. Note the adhesive gradually burns out but the tags remain clean – adhered to the
surface and retaining all information [34, 35].

Laser surface identification: A laser is used to examine theroughness of an object surface. The unique and complex features ofsurface roughness code can be identified by laser identificationtechnique. The advantage of this technique is that the surfaceroughness at nanoscale cannot be replicated. Therefore, a high levelof security can be attained to pharmaceutical products compared toholograms and watermarks [35, 36].
Nanobarcodes: The three dimensional polymer patterns on theorder of tens of nanometres can be made on silicon substrates toprovide 3D nanoscale data encryption key, similar to barcodes. Theadvantages over conventional barcode/marking are difficulty ofdetecting presence (covert marking) and duplication [35, 37].

Fig. 4: Utilization of a nano barcode technique to enhance the
protection of medicines and medical devices against

counterfeiting [34].

Quantum dots tags: The metal nanoparticles produces uniqueelectromagnetic spectra, also known as surface enhanced Ramanscattering) while the semiconductor nanoparticles known asquantum dots which have different fluorescence based on size andchemical composition. Both can be exploited as an identification toolas it is difficult to reproduce due to its infinite combinations, covertsecurity feature, non‐toxicity and multifunctionality [33, 38].
Nanocomposite tags: It consist of a materials‐based pattern (withmagnetic and/or optical features) that forms part of a label, tag orembedded portion of an item. The nanometre sized magnetic andoptical features are generated randomly during manufacturing,constituting a unique fingerprint that is read and stored in a centraldatabase. The result is a secure identity for an individual item that isprohibitively  expensive and difficult to copy. Incorporatingencapsulated and functionalized (e.g. thermochromic) nanoparticlesin labels is another promising solution based on the use ofnanocomposites [33].
The adoption of improved anti‐counterfeiting techniques, wouldresult in a dramatic reduction in financial costs associated, withpurchase and use of counterfeited goods, fewer job losses due tounfair competition caused by counterfeiting, a significant rise incustomer goodwill and confidence in products and services, areduction in tax revenue losses to government, reduced costs toprotect and enforce intellectual property rights [33]. Theimportance of implementing nanotechnology based methods to
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prevent counterfeiting depends on the stage of the product whereprobability of copying is more. Stage of product life prone tocounterfeiting needs potential implementation of anti-counterfeitingnanotech methods. Based on the requirement of nanotechnology toprevent counterfeiting, the technology readiness levels (TRL) weredesigned as mentioned in Figure-5.

Fig. 5: TRL for a number of nanotechnology based methods as
an anti-counterfeiting applications at different levels of

pharmaceutical product life [33].

Challenges in implementing novel anti-counterfeiting
techniques: As with any other technological development, anti-counterfeiting methods utilizing nanotechnologies should bedeveloped in a responsible, sustainable way, and efforts are neededto let those in developing countries share the benefits. A number ofinternational organizations have been established to work withgovernment officials and industry groups across the globe toeducate the public on the danger of counterfeit and measures tocombat it. The database of seizure reports enabling everyone to seethe details of recent anti-counterfeiting operations. It is potentiallyrecommended that more actions should be undertaken to raisepublic awareness of the risks of illegal goods and counterfeits, andthe availability of advanced anti‐counterfeiting technologies [33].

CONCLUSION

Short term strategies are now designed to strengtheninginternational cooperation in law enforcement efforts, identifyingcounterfeit products, using anti-counterfeiting technologies, andeducating stakeholders and consumers. Global standards forpackaging of pharmaceuticals and the use of anti-counterfeitingtechnologies are under process. Counterfeit drugs are a globalchallenge to all nations, and criminal counterfeiting operations areincreasingly operating across national borders. FDA intends to workwith the WHO, Interpol, and other international public health andlaw enforcement organizations to develop and implementworldwide strategies to combat counterfeit drugs. A long termstrategies for next three years and beyond will be available to use e-Pedigree, adoption of model rules for state licensure andwidespread international collaboration [39-41].The WHO has developed guidelines for the developmentof measures to combat counterfeit drugs." These guidelines provideadvice on measures that should be taken by the variousstakeholders and interested parties to combat counterfeiting ofmedicines and medical devices which recommend importantmeasures to follow at national and international levels [42, 43].At national level governments must improve theavailability and affordability of medicines, enact deterrentlegislation prohibiting the manufacture, importation, exportation,distribution and sale of counterfeit medicines, establish orstrengthen national medicines regulatory authority (NMRA) byclearly setting out its power, duties and responsibilities, provide thenecessary human, financial and other resources to the NMRA, trainNMRA personnel, including enforcement officers in the detectionand investigation of counterfeit drugs, foster cooperation betweenNMRA and other national law enforcement agencies such as police,

customs, and the judiciary, ensure that personnel working innational medicine regulation and those involved in the detectionand investigation of counterfeit medicines sign conflict of interestforms, ensure that the medicine legislation is enforced, ensure thatcourts speedily dispose of cases involving counterfeit medicines andthat sentences passed by the judiciary reflect the seriousness of theproblem and the offence, ensure that counterfeit medicines areconfiscated and destroyed [2, 3, 13, 14, 44, 45].The NMRAs must ensure that all medicine manufacturing,importation, exportation and distribution activities are carried outin premises approved by the NMRA, and that individuals andcompanies engaged have licence to operate such activities, inspectmedicine establishments regularly to ensure that they comply withnational medicine regulatory requirements, ensure that allmedicines are assessed and authorized before they are introducedto the market, define the ports of entry for medicines and startingmaterials used for the manufacture of pharmaceutical products,control importation of finished pharmaceutical products andstarting materials by issuing import permits and inspectingconsignments at points of entry as necessary, inspect the informalmarket to prevent any illegal trade in medicines, monitor the qualityof medicines on the market to detect and prevent any substandardand counterfeit medicines from reaching the public, work closelywith national law enforcement agencies such as the policy andcustom officers, inform the public about the problem of counterfeitmedicines and educate and advise them to buy medicines fromNMRA authorized sources rather than from peddlers and hawkersor from market places and streets, encourage and advise consumersto report to their prescribers or physicians any lack of improvementin their health status in spite of the treatment or any adversereactions experienced, foster bilateral and multilateral agreementswith other countries, in particular with countries sharing commonborders to prevent cross border trade and smuggling, seekinternational cooperation with organizations such as WHO, Interpol,the WCO [3, 20, 31, 46].At personal level, the consumers should buy medicinesonly from licensed pharmacies and medicine outlets,be suspiciousof heavily discounted medicines, do not buy from peddlers ormarket places, insist to get receipts when buying medicines, checkpackaging carefully if it is properly sealed, check if the packagingindicates the batch number, manufacturing date, expiry date, andthe manufacturer's name, report to your health worker or doctorsany lack of improvement after taking a medicine.At international level, counterfeiting of medicines is nowa global issue affecting all countries. Therefore in order to combatthe problem effectively, there should timely exchange of informationon counterfeit medicines between, medicine regulatory authorities,pharmaceutical manufacturers, national law enforcement officers,international organizations such WHO, Interpol, WCO, there shouldbe more cooperation between all interested parties to developharmonized measures to prevent the spread of counterfeitmedicines globally, cooperation would improve if all countries adopta common definition of counterfeit medicines, a global mechanismsimilar to the one used to control narcotic drugs should be createdto control trade in counterfeit medicines. Counterfeit drugs not onlyaffect the sick and innocent consumers but also the general publicand deserve more attention [15, 16, 47].Assessing national medicines regulatory systems, NMRAsare responsible for the regulation and control of medical productssuch as medicines, vaccines, blood products and medical devices.They contribute to promoting and protecting public health byensuring that medicines are of the required quality, safety andefficacy, health professionals and patients have the necessaryinformation to enable them to use medicines rationally, medicinesare appropriately manufactured, stored, distributed and dispensed,illegal manufacturing and trade are detected and adequatelysanctioned, promotion and adverting is fair, balanced and aimed atrational drug use, fair access to drugs  as well as  medical devicesis not hindered by unjustified regulatory work [12, 17, 48].Intensification of international commerce and increasingtechnological complexity of manufacturing and productspecifications have created additional challenges for nationalregulatory authorities and manufacturers, particularly to those ofdeveloping countries. This requires that national regulatory capacityis regularly assessed, areas of weakness are identified andappropriate, necessary measures are taken. Assessments areconducted using a standardized WHO data collection tool for thereview of drug regulatory Systems [3, 46, 49].Review an existing legal framework, regulations andcontrol activities with regard to medicinal products and medicaldevices in order to assess the national regulatory capacity against a
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set of predefined parameters aim at strengthening nationalregulatory and control capacity through an assessment of thesituation. In addition, identification of specific needs, areas andactivities for WHO’s and other international regulatory authoritiestechnical input are essential and the provision of appropriatetechnical support and training is an efficient approach to control thecounterfeiting of medicines and medical devices globally [6, 11, 50].
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